[Role of cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases in the cAMP compartmentation in cardiac cells].
In the light of the knowledge accumulated over the years, it becomes clear that intracellular cAMP is not uniformly distributed within cardiomyocytes and that cAMP compartmentation is required for adequate processing and targeting of the information generated at the membrane. Localized cAMP signals may be generated by interplay between discrete production sites and restricted diffusion within the cytoplasm. In addition to specialized membrane structures that may limit cAMP spreading, degradation of the second messenger by cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases (PDEs) appears critical for the formation of dynamic microdomains that confer specificity of the response to various hormones. This review summarizes the main findings that support the cAMP compartmentation hypothesis in cardiac cells, with a special emphasis on PDEs. The respective roles of the four main cardiac cAMP-PDE families (PDE1 to PDE4) in the organization of cAMP microdomains and hormonal specificity in cardiac cells are reviewed. The evidence that these PDEs are modified in heart failure is summarized, and the implication for the progression of the disease is discussed. Finally, the potential benefits that could be awaited from the manipulation of specific PDE subtypes in heart failure are presented.